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Meet Mako®

The Mako technology provides
Dr. Zehr with a patient-specific
3-D model to pre-plan your
partial knee replacement. During
surgery, Dr. Zehr guides the
Mako robotic-arm based on your
patient-specific plan. This allows
him to remove only the diseased
bone, preserving healthy bone
and soft tissue, and assists him in
positioning the implant based on
your anatomy.

Meet Dr. Zehr

Robert J. Zehr, M.D., is a
board-certified, fellowship
-trained orthopaedic surgeon
with more than 25 years of
experience. Consistently
chosen as a Castle Connolly
Top Orthopaedic Surgeon, Dr.
Zehr has won numerous awards
from peers and patients alike
and ranks as one of the Top 10
Orthopaedic Surgeons in the
World according to RateMDs.com.
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Beautiful beaches, spectacular shopping, dynamic nightlife…Naples is all this and more.
Miles of bike trails, oceans of warm water, acres of golf and tennis. If knee pain keeps
you from enjoying more of Naples, more of life itself, perhaps a partial knee replacement with surgeon-controlled, patient-specific Mako® Robotic-Arm Assisted Surgery can
help. With Mako partial knee replacement performed by celebrated Naples orthopaedic
surgeon Robert J. Zehr, M.D., you can have more mobility, enjoy more natural motion,
save more bone and be more active. Conducted in the pristine setting of Seaside Surgery
Center, Southwest Florida’s only facility designed specifically for same-day outpatient
joint replacement surgery, Mako partial knee replacement can put you back on your feet
in just hours! We make every effort to create a warm and welcoming environment. You
need only to read the rave reviews on our website to realize that Seaside is different: “It
felt like a day at a spa instead of surgery!” However, make no mistake about it-this is a
state-of-the-art medical facility utilizing the most advanced technology available. Get
more out of life with Mako Technology at Seaside Surgery Center.
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